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Abstract

This paper is made up of two parts: the first part continues the theoretical investigations on Information Structure (IS), linguistic, and computational approaches suitable to provide solutions to the prosody prediction problem of Implicit Contrastive Focus (ICF) concept, introduced in our previous papers. ICF is meant to be the particular case but also the counterpart of the classical category of contrastive Focus at the finite clause level, as the second item in the Background-Focus pair of IS dimension. The classical contrastive Focus, which we called Explicit Contrastive Focus (ECF), is the intonationally F marked entity introduced by overt lexical contrastive markers. ICF labels the situations where contrastive intonational focusation occurs but without the lexical presence of the contrastive Focus markers! The only and main device to introduce the contrastive focusation on certain constituents is the syntactic dislocation from their specific positions in the Systemic Ordering (SO) of syntactic-semantic roles for the Romanian finite clause. The ICF problem means to obtain reliable algorithms and procedures on the Discourse-Prosody interface in order to accurately predict the contrastive Focus distribution within the Romanian ICF-type affirmative finite clause. The second, applicative part of the paper describes algorithms for solving the ICF problem for Romanian, trying to exploit the typically dislocated constituents in the finite clause and to predict their Prosodic Prominence (PP). Procedures for the development of intonational-prosodic patterns assigned to the ICF distribution by certain ICF estimation schemes are developed and tested for a balanced set of Romanian ICF-type affirmative finite clauses.
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Theoretical Framework for the Prosody Prediction of the Romanian Contrastive / Non-Contrastive Focus

Aiming to present this paper as consistent and self-contained as possible, we outline in this section the theoretical framework and some results related to Romanian prosody prediction and intonational (particularly, contrastive) Focus modelling for Romanian [7], [8], [9], [10]. We also introduce three main dimensions of the Information Structure (IS) theories, in their updated terminology, referring the valuable results on (either classical or recent) IS modelling of the discourse-prosody interface. Information Structure (IS) and Intonation are seen as two autonomous and independent components of the grammar, closely related to each other: intonational phrasing and patterns express informational structuring, while a great part of IS is linguistically conveyed by prosody. The interaction between IS and intonation is studied on the following grammar interfaces: “intonation and phonology, Focus and phonological phrasing, intonation (focus) and syntax, IS and discourse analysis...”. [23].

The communicative model of Common Ground (CG) is essential for the semantic theories on Information Structure and is defined as the amount of shared knowledge between the speaker and hearer, at a certain moment (e.g. [29]). The following three dimensions are considered to be important in the current IS theory and terminology [10]: The first IS dimension, Givenness or Givenness-Newness, refers to the feature of an entity that is present in the CG (Common Ground) database, at a certain time, within the discourse of the two interlocutors (speaker-hearer). We notice that not all the elements in the complementary set
of Discourse-Given (+Givenness) entities are Discourse-New (bearing the Newness feature) ones: some of them are contrastively focused in intonation. Actually, there are two types of Newness categories for the CG communication model: (a) an informational Newness (introducing in intonation the informational Focus), showing that the entity is a Discourse-New entity, not existing yet in the CG and being added currently to the CG, once introduced in the discourse. (b) A contrastive Newness (associated in intonation to contrastive Focus), refers to the contrastive quality of the entity knowledge in the CG model. Thus, two types of intonational Focus correspond in the IS theory to the two notions of Newness: informational (Discourse-New) Focus and contrastive Focus. The informational Focus is also denoted as Non-contrastive Focus (abbreviated as NF in [6]) to emphasize its distinctiveness to the Contrastive Focus (CF in [6]). For contrastive Focus, the corresponding entity in CG may be either Discourse-New or Discourse-Given, intonationally stressing, in any case, the existence of a semantic set of alternatives in the CG. We also remark that, for the free word order languages, the constituents bearing the Discourse-Given feature are usually preceding the Discourse-New ones in the Systemic Ordering (SO) order [40], [20] of the syntactic constituents / semantic roles of a finite clause. (For more details, see Section 2).

The second IS dimension consists of the pair Background-Focus (also referred as Topic-Focus in the Prague School’s IS theories [20], [21]). The Background-Focus pair marks the difference between the entities belonging to CG (being Discourse-Given, i.e. G marked in the Selkirk’s approach [39]), which form the Background, as opposed to the Focus marked entities. Focus constituents consist in Discourse-New (informational Focus) or rather intonationally contrasted (contrastive Focus), representing the entity which is informationally or contrastively emphasized, supported also through grammatical means besides intonation.

The following subtle relationship between the first two IS dimensions is worth to be highlighted: Background may have the feature Givenness (Discourse-Given) but not Newness, while Focus has usually the feature Newness (Discourse-New) but, when contrastive, may also
be *Givenness* (Discourse-Given). In a clause, the constituents being not Focus should bear the *Givenness* feature. The following examples illustrate the first two IS dimensions (see more in [10]).

1.a. Adina\textsubscript{F} i-a fost prezentată lui Alex.
    En: Adina was presented to Alex.
1.b. Și toată viața, el a iubit-o numai pe Adina\textsubscript{F,Contrast, Given}.
    En: And all his life, he loved only Adina.
1.c. Și toată viața, el a iubit-o pe Ana\textsubscript{F,New}.
    En: And all his life, he loved Ana.

In Ex.1.a, Adina is a constituent marked with Focus and opposed to Background entities. In Ex.1.b, Adina is a typical example of a constituent bearing the Givenness feature in CG, yet acting as contrastive Focus, being marked with the typical contrastive adverb numai (En: *only*). The Ex.1.c contains the constituent Ana which acts as informational Focus, since it is a Discourse-New entity. In [7] we applied the Prague School’s TFA (Topic-Focus Articulation) algorithm to Romanian and extended it to inter-clause level [8], thus dealt with the Background-Focus and Givenness-Newness IS dimensions trying to use the results for Romanian prosody prediction.

This modal behavior of the Background-Focus IS dimension, compared to the *Givenness* dimension meaning, is important for the hierarchical evaluation utilized in [10] and in the present paper for the special category of *Implicit Contrastive Focus* (ICF), derived from standard *Explicit Contrastive Focus* (ECF) entity, which is marked by intonationally contrastive lexical markers.

The third important dimension of the IS theory relying on the CG communicative model is concerned with *Topic-Comment* (referred also as classical *Theme-Rheme*) clause-level structures. *Topic* (= *Theme*) should be understood as the semantic subject introduced in the communication act (predication-level), while *Comment* = Rheme refers to what is said or informationally emphasized about the Topic of the clause. Topic is also interpreted in the CG model as the pointer address where the Comment is stored [29]. Although Discourse-Given information is often linked to the Topic role and the prosodic promi-
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The feature category of a clause Focus is naturally to be found within the Comment, this is not always the situation because the Topic and the IS of a clause are generally distinct.

2.a. [The lecturer\textsuperscript{Topic} delivered \textit{his speech today}\textsuperscript{Comment}.]
2.b. [The lecturer\textsuperscript{Comment} delivered \textit{his speech today}\textsuperscript{Topic}.]

In example 2, A. Leong [32] shows correctly that \textit{The lecturer} is either Topic or Comment according to its Prosodic Prominence (PP), in each case (see also [16]). Alternative changing of \textit{The lecturer} in either Topic or Comment, intonationally focused or not, is the exclusive result of distinctive discursive contexts, since the other two factors (from the four ones, specified by J. Firbas [6], which can modify the functional perspective of the clause) in ex. 2 remains untouched, namely the linear ordering of words and their semantics. It is obvious that (2.a) and (2.b) must evolve from different discursive contexts since they have distinct intonations on their Topic-Comment categories. In [10] we investigated the Topic-Comment algorithms developed in [31], inspired by J. Firbas [16] and extending the classical Hallidayan approach [22] to Theme-Rheme, for integrating them within an intonational-prosodic discourse phrasing and prediction on the Romanian finite clause.

2 Systemic Ordering and Communicative Dynamism for Prosody Prediction

The Systemic Ordering (SO) refers to a pre-established linear order of the clause constituents (syntactic-semantic roles) in a finite clause. SO is the statistical result of the most frequent linear ordering of the semantic roles in a finite clause, for all the predicates in the active diathesis of a certain language. For a specific predicate (or predication) \( p \), the SO for \( p \) is denoted with \( \text{SO}_p \). Thus SO can be understood as the corresponding \( p \)-free, statistical ordering, of all the \( \text{SO}_p \)-orders. SO and \( \text{SO}_p \) notions are language-dependent, possibly with strong similarities for sibling natural languages. For the Romanian language there are not reliable results on the SO and \( \text{SO}_p \) orderings, supported by computational linguistic consistent studies.
When referring to SO\(_p\) (statistically \(p\)-depending) or SO (statistically \(p\) free) order of the semantic roles in a specific clause, within a certain language, we can have the SO\(_p\)-disorder, respectively SO-disorder that may occur on a particular clause. The well-known Prague School in Computational Linguistics (CL) defined and worked with the concepts of SO [40], [21], [20], and Firbas’ Communicative Dynamism (CD) [15], [16], as computational instruments for dealing with the classical TFA (Topic- Focus Articulation) and Theme-Rheme IS algorithms. For instance, the SO for Czech and English is considered to be the following (statistical) sequence of semantic roles [40], [20]:

\[
\text{Time } => \text{Actant } => \text{Predicate } => \text{Patient } => \text{Object } => \text{Origin } => \text{Effect } => \text{etc.}
\]

Closely related to the SO-order (or SO-disorder) of the semantic roles in a finite clause, Jan Firbas introduced the notion of Communicative Dynamism (CD) associated (eventually) to a predicate \(p\) that is heading the distribution of the clause constituents [15], [16]. CD is understood as "a quality displayed by communication in its development (unfolding) of the information to be conveyed and consisting in advancing this development." [15], p. 30. Actually, each constituent of a clause carries a certain CD degree, defined by J. Firbas as "the extent to which the sentence element contributes to the further development of the communication." Furthermore, the "context dependent elements carry a lower degree of CD than context independent elements." [15], p. 31.

Background-Focus as TFA entities computing [20], [7], [9], and Topic-Comment algorithms can be seen as a component of the evaluation process for the Implicit Contrastive Focus (ICF), which represents one of the basic solutions to intonational focus assignment and prosody prediction for the Romanian clause. Section 5 contains an effective proposal for CD computing algorithm used to the recognition and prediction of ICF for the Romanian clause, derived from a more general algorithm for the hierarchical intonational Focus and Break prediction on the Romanian discourse-prosody interface in [10].
There exists also a close relationship between Topic-Comment algorithms, computation of CD degrees, and Prosodic Prominence (PP) of intonationally (either contrastive or non-contrastive) focused constituents in the clause. The main elements of this relationship can be outlined as follows [10]: (a) Topic Comment (Theme-Rheme) computing is important either by itself or for IS textual processing. (b) As significant approaches for Topic Comment (Theme Rheme) computing can be mentioned, e.g., the Prague School [15], [40], [21], or the A. Leong’s Inference Boundary algorithm [31], [8]. (c) The effective utility of Topic-Comment IS dimension for prosody prediction can be only partial, as J. Firbas specify the four main factors contributing to Topic-Comment computing: CD (Communicative Dynamism) vs. SO (Systemic Ordering) of the clause semantic roles, their semantics, the discursive context, and intonation. Naturally, only the first three textual factors can be utilized on the discourse-prosody interface, thus prosody prediction. (d) When performing a similar analysis for the TFA algorithms in the IS framework, one may notice that TFA, with its contextually-bound and non-bound entities, is a decent competitor for clause-level Discourse-Given (G marked) vs. Discourse-New (informational Focus) category tagging [20], [7], [8].

In an updated terminology, context-dependent entities are subsumed by the Discourse-Given ones (also labeled as G-marked constituents), while the context-independent entities are retrieved as either Discourse-New or Contrastive Focus (F-marked constituents) [39]. Prague School and its Topic-Focus Articulation (TFA) algorithms work with contextually-bound and contextually-nonbound constituents in a clause, for trying to acquire the intonationally focused (vs. deaccented) entities [20], [21]. The relationship between contextually bound vs. G marked and F marked constituents is underlined clearly in [10]: “TFA and Topic-Comment [31] algorithms are just partial steps toward clause-level foci computing, in a discursive setting: the contextually-bound entities are a superset of the Discourse-Given ones, while the contextually non-bound constituents are possible Discourse-New foci.” The contrastive but still Discourse-Given ones (both F marked and G marked in terms of Selkirk [39]) seem to be ignored by the TFA focus
assignment procedure. Despite this weakness, TFA offers real advantages of a good linguistic modelling and efficient computing procedure, compared to the expensive anaphora resolution one, for obtaining the Discourse-Given constituents.

3 Explicit and Implicit Contrastive Foci. Facts and Arguments

Explicit Contrastive Focus (ECF) and Implicit Contrastive Focus (ICF) phrases should be used with the following meanings [10]: ECF describes those categories of contrastive Focus introduced by specific lexical markers, while ICF designates the situations where contrastive intonational focusation is covered by dislocation / disorder of the semantic roles within the finite clause, but without the lexical presence of the contrastive Focus markers. The only device to introduce the contrastive focusation on certain constituents is the syntactic dislocation from their standard position in the Systemic Ordering (SO) of syntactic-semantic roles for the Romanian finite clause. The ICF problem consists in obtaining reliable algorithms and procedures on the Discourse-Prosody interface in order to predict realistically the contrastive Focus distribution in the Romanian ICF-type affirmative finite clause.

We denoted ICF (Implicit Contrastive Focus) in a clause since it should look very similar to ECF, but the overt, lexical focusation markers for contrastive Focus are missing. The same concept but not under this label, ICF is particularly investigated for pre- and post-verbal situations in [34], being of major interest for at least two reasons: (i) The close relationship with Topic-Comment (Theme-Rheme) algorithms; (ii) The behavior forms for Romanian, including covert markers, textual discursive contexts, syntactic dislocations / disorders, discursive-intonational patterns.

Lexical, overt markers of contrastive intonation introduce the category of Explicit Contrastive Focus (ECF), denoted also as primary contrastive Focus or, hereafter, First Occurrence Focus (FOF). FOF
is specified by its broad Focus (projection) domain, and its pattern of contrastive marker(s). For a second (or even third) contrastive marker, the existence of the second (or third) focusing entity is possible, called Second (or Third) Occurrence Focus (abbreviated SOF, respectively TOF) [14], with distinct focusing domains, embedded or not into each other and, most important, in a hierarchy of their Prosodic Prominence (PP), constrained by the intonational hierarchy pattern of the corresponding contrastive focussation markers. This problem means to assign an intonational hierarchy pattern to the contrastive Focus entities, when two or more contrastive phrase markers generate several contrastive Foci, with broad contrastive foci domains embedded into each other (or possibly disjointed). For instance, in [10]:

ECF Example:
3. Chiar [sotul ei] FOF doar [o singură dată SOF a văzut tabloul] F.

En.:* Even [her husband] FOF only [once] SOF saw the picture.
En.: Even her husband saw the picture only once.

The commencing * (asterisk) denote the word-by-word translations, intended to provide the reader with a hint about the Romanian word order.

The contrastive markers chiar (even) and doar (only) introduce their own contrastive Focus categories and domains (broad Focus), [sotul ei] FOF (her husband) being the domain and FOF, while [o singură dată SOF a văzut tabloul] BroadF is the subordinated domain with its SOF [o singură dată SOF]. A comprehensive analysis is formulated in [39].

We consider that the presence of explicit contrastive markers that triggers ECF is a problem for which one can establish detailed and reliable prosodic patterns, hierarchically organized on classes of intonationally contrastive markers. Derived from ECF but also seen as its counterpart, we identified the ICF evaluation problem as the main difficulty issue to be solved inside the Romanian clause, whose complementary solution, added to the ECF computation of the hierarchical pattern of contrastive Foci at discourse and clause level, can offer a sound procedure to the intonational focus assignment for the prosody.
prediction problem of the Romanian clause.

3.1 Prosodic Prominence of Contrastive vs. Non-Contrastive Foci

The problem of the intonational-phonetic relationship between Explicit Contrastive Focus (ECF), associated with focusation markers, and informational Focus, which corresponds to a Discourse-New entity, was solved by H. Truckenbrodt (1995) and Mats Rooth (1996). They attested the Contrastive Focus Prominence Rule (CFPR) as follows [39]:

\textit{CFPR}: Within the scope of a focus interpretation marker, the corresponding contrastive focus constituent is the most prominent metrically.

The CFPR principle confirms, with remarkable robustness on phonetic data, that the Explicit (i.e. lexically-overt marker defined) Contrastive Focus (ECF) is more prominent against any other kind of intonational focus, in any context, be it either informational (Discourse-New) Focus or contrastive SOF (Second Occurrence Focus). The same result is recently reinforced for Catalan Spanish in [6]. For instance [10]:

\textbf{ECF Examples:}

\textbf{4.a.} Chiar\textsubscript{i} \{Maria\textsubscript{i}\}_{FOF} i-a anun\c{t}at imediat\textsubscript{j} [lui Ion\textsubscript{j}]_{SOF} accidentul.

En.: *Maria herself announced immediately to Ion the accident.

\textbf{4.b.} Chiar\textsubscript{i} \{Maria\textsubscript{i}\}_{FOF} i-a anun\c{t}at lui Ion imediat\textsubscript{j} [accidentul\textsubscript{j}]_{SOF}
En.: *Maria herself announced to Ion immediately the accident.

For the classical question of the relationship between contrastive and (non-contrastive but) informational foci, the following solution is known to hold in speech analysis: the informational Focus is represented by a pitch accent, with a peak of intonational prominence, while the contrastive Focus corresponds to a constituent whose broad Focus is syntactically more complex, represented by an intonational contour with one or more pitch accents. These facts are parameterized
for a large class of natural languages for which the informational Focus is determined by pitch accent, e.g. Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Romanian, English, German, etc. [18]. A special fact is that the distinction between informational and contrastive Focus does not hold for French, where the intonation is displayed (not only) by pitch accents but rather by boundary tones and tonal phrasing. This makes CFPR to be language-dependent, nevertheless. In subsection 4.3 we describe more recent arguments for the distinctiveness measure between Contrastive Focus (CF) and Non-contrastive Focus (NF) in Spanish [6].

Experimental analyses established that, although SOF does not typically bear an intonational pitch accent, there is a clear phonetic prominence by duration and intensity of the signal. The prominence accent may be different depending on whether the contrastive Focus marker is located at the beginning or the end of the clause. Example:

**ECF Example:**
5. [Maria]_F l-a anunțat pe Ion mult mai târziu, chiar ea.
En: *Maria announced Ion much later, herself.

E. Selkirk [39] performed the comparison between the prosody of SOF and Discourse-Given (G marked) constituents, which are not contrastive (thus F marked). Example (6.b) contains contrastive Foci, with non-embedded domains. A controversial issue in this case is that FOF does not seem to be genuinely contrastive, thus making the second Focus an authentic SOF. This fact raises again the necessity of establishing in advance hierarchies not only on fociation markers of the local modifier categories (such Adverbs, for instance), but also on the contrastive Focus markers of the clause-level semantics roles, either lexically marked or dislocated within the clause through specific ICF patterns. Intonational and prosodic hierarchies of fociation markers, on all the syntactic and prosodic textual structures, completed by compatibility and clash-solving procedures are the solution for the prosody prediction problem which we currently advocate.

**ECF-ICF Examples:**
En: We were told to have only good thoughts.
6.b. Dar chiar ne-am plictisit să avem numai gânduri bune\textsubscript{F, G}.
En: But we really got tired of having only good thoughts.

6.c. Dar ne-am plictisit să avem gânduri bune\textsubscript{G}.
En: But we got tired of having good thoughts.

Combining CFPR and G-Marking Condition [39] entails important consequences [10]: the algorithms computing the informational Focus (Discourse-New, e.g. Prague School’s TFA [20], [7], [9]), the evaluation rules for non-contrastive, clause-level intonation NSR [39], SAAR [19] and SBAR [7], [8], [9], and the procedures for contrastive Focus calculus (FOF, SOF, narrow and broad Foci, Focus patterns for clause-level syntactic categories) can be applied in a hierarchic, independent, and separate manner.

3.2 Contrastive Focus Examples and Prosodic Patterns

For the prosody prediction of Romanian, we proposed to use in [10] a hierarchic system at prosodic discourse level for the Contrastive Focus (CF), Non-contrastive Focus (NF), and Discourse-Given (G marked) categories. [10] presents in detail a table with the intonational inequalities (of statistical nature) for these Focus categories oriented to the Romanian language. Since the system of statistical inequalities proposed in [10] is strongly language-dependent, the contained inequalities (actually, hierarchies) should be equated with specific weights established a priori by fundamental speech-oriented studies on the Romanian language. In [10] we developed a general procedure for hierarchical intonational Focus and break assignment on the discourse-prosody interface, whose derived algorithm is displayed and applied to ICF prediction in Section 5.

The Contrastive Focus Prominence Rule (CFPR) confirms that ECF (or, simply CF, as denoted in [6]) is more prominent against any other kind of intonational focus, in any context, be it either informational Focus or SOF [13] (denoted Non-contrastive Focus and abbreviated as NF in [6]).

However, the recent study [6] brings well-balanced conclusions (subsection 4.3) on the relationship between Contrastive Focus (CF) and
Non contrastive Focus (NF) entities (the latter comprising the informational Focus as Discourse-New ones), both concerning their relative intonational prominence as well as the influence of the syntax on the nature of CF and NF constituents. The investigated language is the Catalan Spanish and the results may be distinctive depending on the clause constituent (Verb, Predicate, Object, Subject etc.) and dimension (broad vs. narrow) of the focused structure.

We also notice that the G-marked (Discourse-Given) non-focused entities, resulted commonly from anaphora resolution, could be evaluated with the computationally less expensive but also less accurate contextually-bound constraints from the TFA classical algorithm [20], [8], [9].

Several examples of implicit contrastive Focus (suggesting, for some cases, the corresponding explicit variant) are presented. The * before an English sentence means that the sentence, even when grammatically correct, is only marginally used in this form, as in [10]:

**ICF-ECF Example:**

7. Doar Cerceii_iFOF Maria chiar ieri_iSOF și i-a cumpărat.

En: *Only the earrings_iFOF Maria even yesterday_iSOF bought for herself.

The curly brackets contain the contrastive Focus marker that is lexically missing. This example illustrates once more the use of labels for both the ECF and ICF concepts. In the next example, the clitic is doubling the direct complement if it is focused contrastively. Similar examples of prosodic contrastivity on double complements are analyzed in [34]:

**ICF-ECF Examples:**


En: *The vegetable soup, the cook’s blouse has stained , not her skirt.

8.b. [Bluza_i bucătăresei_iFOF ], [cu supa de legume_iSOF ] și-a murdărit.

En: The cook’s blouse was stained with the vegetable soup.
The labels iFOF and iSOF in the above example abbreviate the expressions of implicit First Occurrence Focus and implicit Second Occurrence Focus for these types of Contrastive Foci [10].

ICF Example:
9.a. Maria şi-a cumpărat cerceii ieri\(\_F\) .
En: Maria bought her earrings yesterday.
9.b. Și-a cumpărat ieri\(\_F\) , cerceii, Maria.
En: *Bought yesterday the earrings Maria.

Once again, we remark the Contrastive Focus (CF) Rule working on both Italian and Romanian: the CF constituent in the clause left-periphery is dislocated as the immediately pre-verbal one, providing an important sample of CF, actually ICF, prosodic pattern at clause level. This is a sample rule representing the principle(s) according to which the CD degrees of the semantic roles are to be computed within the finite clause. Other pattern examples of Romanian ICF variants derived from Italian are displayed in [37], e.g.:

ICF Examples:
10.a. Le\(\_i\)-o\(\_j\) prezintă pe soția\(\_j\) mea, părinților\(\_i\) lui\(\_k\), Ion\(\_k\) .
En: He presents my wife to Ion’s parents.
10.b. Le\(\_i\)-o\(\_j\) prezintă părinților\(\_i\) lui\(\_k\), pe soția\(\_j\) mea.
En: He presents my wife to his parents.
10.c. Le\(\_i\)-o\(\_j\) prezintă Ion\(\_k\), părinților\(\_i\) lui\(\_k\), pe soția\(\_j\) mea.
En: * Presents Ion to his parents my wife.

4 Contrastive Focus Distribution within Finite Clause

A natural question for the ICF problem is the following: for two finite, dependent clauses, each of them containing SO disorder, thus constituent dislocations, is it possible that a clause to contain each other dislocated constituents? This problem is discussed in [28] and the next subsection, the answer to this problem being (almost always) negative.
4.1 Constituent Dislocations in Adjacent Finite Clauses

We remark from the beginning the importance of the inter-clause phrase markers, thus of those markers that play an essential role in the task of finite clause segmentation and parsing (which means segmentation plus dependency establishing, on several levels of inter-clause relationship nature). Let us consider some instances of several dependent finite clauses. As one can see, the dislocations, i.e. movements of syntactic-semantic constituents from the Systemic Ordering (SO) of the clause at hand, cannot be performed from one clause to another but only within the same clause.

In fact, the same rule of consistency applies to complex nominal groups (NGs), dominated by predicational semantic heads, as well as to the Verbal Groups (VGs) whose semantic heads are predicational verbs standing in non-finite tense (gerund, past participle, or supine). Thus the general rule is that dislocations of a finite clause constituent(s) into another dependent, adjacent finite clause are forbidden. An equivalent statement of this rule is the following: dislocations of the syntactic-semantic roles of a predication in the scope of another predication are forbidden. We found some peculiar exceptions from this rule, but their syntactic and / or semantic form is situated at the limit of linguistic correctness [28], p.9.

11.a. \([C_1(Cât despre) Ion, am plecat] [C_2\text{înainte să-l examineze Popescu}]\).  
11.b. \([C_1(Cât despre Ion, n-am întâlnit fata] [C_2-REL care l-a văzut ultima dată]\).  
11.c. \(*[C_1 Pe Ion am plecat] [C_2\text{înainte să-l examineze Popescu (pe Ion)}]\).  
11.d. \(*[C_1 Pe Ion n-am întilnit fata] [C_2-REL care l-a văzut anul trecut (pe Ion)]\).  

Syntactic-semantic role dislocation constructions, for Contrastive Focus (thus specific to ICF situations) or Non-contrastive Focus (for the occurrence of Discourse-New, informational Focus) within finite, dependent clauses, or non-finite dependent predications are illustrated as follows:
12.a. [Am spus] [că [pe Victor] nimeni nu l-a văzut].
12.c. [Mă întreb] [j] [pe Petre, cine-l mai crede].
12.d. [Îl întreb pe Petre] [cine-l mai crede].
12.e. [Pe PetruF1 Maria nu l-ar ajuta,] [pe GheorgheF2, da].
12.f. [Eu pe PopescuF l-am văzut (nu pe Ionescu)].
12.g. [Eu romanul ăstaF l-am citit (nu altul)].

Some remarks are necessary concerning the use of clause level markers, particularly the complementizers introducing subordinate clauses and NGs (typically, the relative pronoun “care” (that, which) and its derivate phrases), and their role to introduce inter-clausal prosodic patterns. In [25], [26] there are analyzed the NG and clausal markers “dacă” (if, whether) and “oare” (somehow, rather, etc.), both in their individual but also correlate functionality. Other important complementizers such as “că”, “de”, “ca”, as well as the markers “să” and “a” for subjunctive and non-finite VG are examined. Studies like [25] provide really useful information for system of statistical inequalities and prosodic patterns to be applied as solutions for the ECF and especially ICF problems. The next subsection continues and deepens the investigation.

For making consistent predictions on the clause-level Contrastive Focus, mostly located in the left-periphery (pre-verbal side) but also right-periphery of the clause, the algorithm of solving the ECF, respectively ICF, problem attempts to find specific prosodic patterns for each of the two problems, directly useful both in recognition and prediction of the Focus categories.

As in [10], the general solution to the ICF problem should be based on reliable statistical inequalities and discursive contexts in which they are applied, including this case where both complementizers, as clause-level phrase markers, and the contrastive focusation markers, need accurate and appropriate statistical prosodic hierarchies. The statistical inequalities describing the intonational-prosodic behaviour of the Focus markers should be designed and tested for both affirmative / declarative clauses and the interrogative / indirect interrogative clauses, each one with its specific discursive contexts.
The analysis in [25] provides some explanations on the left periphery (pre verbal) organization of the finite / nonfinite clause in Romanian. The prosodic type of the clause is given by the lexical complementizer markers that introduce the clause, for the case of indirect interrogative, relative, and Wh interrogative clauses. The analysis of the markers “dacă” and “oare” proposes the location determining and the interrogative elements playing the syntactic boundary for the Background and Focus categories in the left-periphery of the clause.

We mention that the theoretical linguistic analysis provided in [25] relies on the X bar projection of the functional categories represented by inter-clause markers (such as complementizers, for instance) and intra-clause markers (for NGs, VGs, AGs). This approach is easily equated within our theory of FX bar functional projection developed in [11], this fact providing a particular advantage in computational and linguistic theoretical terms.

4.2 SO-Dislocated Categories and Constraints on Their Clitics

The relative pronouns or complementizers and the lexical material around them introduce, in general, the prosodic type of the clause and the syntactic-semantic dependency in relation to the other clauses, bearing the SO dislocations (i.e. dislocations from the Systemic Ordering, SO) of contrastive Focus entities, while the Background constituents may occur between the semantic heads of the clause. There are strong suppositions to believe in the presence of an intonational hierarchy of the adverbs for Romanian, similar to Italian, in which the movement of an adverb to the clause periphery is realized either to the left-periphery, or to a (contrastive) Focus position.

The role of (generalized) quantifiers as clause-level markers for finite clause delimitation should be taken into account, as well as certain aspects that are specific to the Romanian syntax, as it is the possible, lexical missing of the grammatical Subject of a finite clause, as opposed to the same situation in English. Dislocation of such a constituent can be just only traced.
The prosodic analysis of the intonationally focused categories within the clauses introduced by the special marker oare (usually classified as adverb but functioning actually as a complementizer marker), in interrogative or affirmative contexts, gives rise to the following interesting observation: in addition to the lexical-semantics, grammatical, discursive et al. criteria, important prosodic consequences may have the etymological classification of certain phrase markers. From the etymology, important linguistic affiliations can be inferred concerning the semantics of some textual and / or intonational-prosodic markers, hence the distribution of discursive and prosodic structures they involve. For instance, the etymology of oare can be used as argument for defining this marker as functional head. In [35], the adverb / marker oare, with its variant vare, has its etymological origin in the Latin verb volet (vrea En: want, dorește En: wish, desire). The verb volet is itself a category operating as predicational head, which changes the syntactic role of oare from a classical adverb rather into a predicational conjunction, requiring similar arguments to those derived from its etymological source. Another issue when etymological classification may be important for the analyzed phrase markers is the sequence recognition and meaning establishing for sequences like dacă oare, oare dacă, or oare [+] dacă, where [+] is the symbol for overt, explicit lexical elements.

In many works, including [35], [28], the distribution of the Focus categories ensued from dislocations, in the same context as that of clitic pronouns, which may double or not the focused category, within a single finite case (or predication) is investigated. Dislocations are discussed for the two important situations of the left and right periphery within a clause. In this framework, the clitic doubling special relationship is analyzed for a given syntactic constituent, being achieved necessary and / sufficient conditions for the occurrence of this phenomenon.

[28] considers Romanian, Bulgarian and Greek languages to follow two types of distribution and inter-dependence for the Background-Focus categories that are SO-dislocated at the clause-level: the SO-dislocated constituents (denoted CAT-Disloc) and the clitic pronouns (denoted Clitic[Db]l-Disloc) with the role of Background-Focus categories can be dislocated into the left (predominantly) or right periphery.
The following remarks regarding the distribution of the dislocated categories CAT-Disloc, deployed within finite clauses of ICF or ECF kind, distribution of the clitic pronouns, doubled or not, and focused categories in the ICF clause type are useful for both Romanian but also Bulgarian and Greek [28]: (a) In Romanian, the Background-Focus categories can be doubled by clitics, under certain conditions. (b) The Romanian language is more permissive than the Greek and Bulgarian regarding the phenomenon of clitic doubling. (c) The following linear ordering for the CAT-Disloc, Clitic[DbI]-Disloc, and the Focus categories in Romanian, Bulgarian, and Greek Balkan languages is proposed in [28]:

(13) CAT-Disloc > Clitic[DbI]-Disloc > Focus.

This sequential precedence of the mentioned categories is questionable and disputable in the context of more general and recent analyses in the literature. For instance, the first sequence does not always hold (counter-example, 14.c), while the proposed precedence between CAT-Disloc and Focus can be broken in the situation of a discursive context where contrastive Focus occurs on the first position (as in Ex. 2.b) within the clause, either it is Background (Discourse-Given) or informational Focus (Discourse-New).

ICF Examples:

14.a. [T Mioarei] [T inelul] la nuntă i-l-a dat Anghel.
14.b. [T Inelul] [T Mioarei] la nuntă i-l-a dat Anghel.
14.e. Anghel i l-a dat [T Mioareii] [T inelul] la nuntă.

In the clitic doubling syntax, the Clitic[DbI]-Disloc may appear before the CAT-Disloc category in the ICF clause-type, provided that certain semantic features should hold, e.g. human or associated being condition for the CAT-Disloc category. Examples 14.d and 14.e support these constraints on the clitic-doubling event in Romanian.

Syntactic behavior of reflexive pronouns and expressions containing a reflexive pronoun shows that anaphoric-type expressions are bound
(in the sense of logical binding operation) of their antecedents. In all Balkan languages [28], reflexive expressions cannot be standard Background (G marked) SO-dislocated categories positioned (in SO-disorder) in the left-periphery of the clause, while the corresponding clitics Clitic[Db]-Disloc can be located in the proper grammar left-periphery. The ex. 15 that follows brings again doubts on the general correctness of linear precedence proposed in (13).

**ECF Example:**


15.b. Pe sine, Victor îi nu s-i-ar pune în pericol \([t_i]\).

In the grammar-accepted examples, the anaphora must be logically bound with its antecedent, which shares the same index with, further specified in the category trace, i.e. the syntactically corresponding empty category, with the same index.

### 4.3 Contrastive and Non-Contrastive Focus in Spanish. Clause-Level Prominence and Distribution

The main objective of the complex analysis in [6] is to highlight the intonational-prosodic features of the two most important types of Focus, Contrastive Focus (CF) and Noncontrastive Focus (NF), the latter being in general Discourse-New focused entities, in different discursive contexts and for certain application domains (i.e. scopes) represented as clause-level constituents. The result of CF and NF classification can be summarized as within the following statements concerning the relationship CF-NF.

Depending on the scope of the Focus category, [6] could demonstrate that for the application domains Subject, Predicate, and Broad scope, between CF\textsubscript{Subject} and NF\textsubscript{Subject}, CF\textsubscript{Predicate} and NF\textsubscript{Predicate}, respectively CF\textsubscript{Broad} and NF\textsubscript{Broad}, there exist small or not significant syntactic differences. In other words, between Contrastive and Non-contrastive (informational, as typical examples) Focus there are not significant differences on the syntactic analyses exhibited by the two types of Focus, when applied to the three intra-clause structures.
Regarding the differences between CF and NF when applied to the syntactic constituents Verb and Object of the clause, a different trend has been noticed as expressing of the two types of Focus. More precisely, the participant subjects to the intonational-prosodic experiment described in [6] preferred shorter and simpler clauses for NF by using pronouns or by excluding lexically that phrase structure part whose meaning is presupposed in the discourse.

The most important contribution of the prosodic experiments in [6] we have to take into account is the results that the distinction between the two most important types of focus, CF and NF, can be revealed just relying on the intonational-prosodic features, without the (powerful) syntactic tool of word order, contrary to the classical results represented mainly by [45]. Moreover, [6] could specify those prosodic features that play an important role in the differentiation process between CF and NF. Namely, only the duration and pitch features proved to be relevant for the contrastive Focus specification.

Since the relative duration proved to be not essential in CF-NF differentiation, the two details suggest that the main difference between CF and NF is of phonetic nature primarily. This conclusion is consistent with similar results found for English in terms of differentiating between various types of focus [39], [38], [19]. The observations in [6] should be analyzed carefully in the context of our special interest for computational tools relying on IS theories, syntax, and discourse context, aiming to achieve consistent linguistic models and reliable algorithms for the prosody prediction of the Romanian CF, including valuable solutions to the ICF problem.

Another really useful contribution of the work achieved in [6] is the proposed model of organizing the intonational-prosodic experiments, by a coherent group of considerations regarding the subjects, scenarios, discursive contexts, Focus types and their syntactic scopes within the (Catalan) Spanish clause, results that are easily transferable and portable to the Romanian.
5 Algorithms for ICF Prosody Prediction

In Section 2 we showed the Jan Firbas definitions for the concepts of Systemic Ordering (SO), depending or free of a certain predicate-predication p), Communicative Dynamism (CD) of a sentence (actually, finite clause), and the CD degrees of each of the clause constituents playing the syntactic-semantic roles [15], [16], [17], [42]. In this section we refer and speculate the well-known Prague and Brno Schools in Computational Linguistics and their results and intuitions on the Information Structure (IS) theory, proposing algorithms to solve the ICF problem for the Romanian finite clause, thus trying to design concrete solutions and reliable approaches for the prosody prediction of the Contrastive Focus in the Romanian clause and sentence.

5.1 Prague School’s Functional Perspective of Spoken Sentence

As discussed in Section 2, the Prague and Brno CL Schools found that a context independent (contextually-unbound) element in the clause syntactic development is communicatively more important, thus carries a higher degree of CD than an element already present in the (scenario) context of the clause predication [40]. J. Firbas supports even earlier that ”a context dependent element can never exceed a context independent element in CD.” [15], p. 34. This is true but only for the entities which can be labeled with Discourse-Given (G marked) and Discourse-New features. However, one may find entities which are both G marked but also F marked, thus contrastively focused in the relationship Background-Focus. Such a constituent is intonationally always more prominent than any other constituent in the finite clause, according to CFPR (Contrastive Focus Prominence Rule) in subsection 3.1. Such a situation is illustrated in example 1, Section 1.

For the CD degrees computing process of the finite clause constituents, there are two closely related problems to be solved, in theory and practice: (a) As it follows from the Prague and Brno Schools’ approaches to IS theory, the CD degrees are lower for the contextually-
bound categories (thus Discourse-Given, G marked entities), higher for the contextually-nonbound categories (Discourse-New entities), and should be the highest for the contrastively focused (F-marked) entities in the finite clause. But this last statement should hold whether the Prosodic Prominence (PP) of the semantic roles would rise monotonic increasingly with the CD degrees for the syntactic constituents of the semantic roles. This is the challenging second problem for the CD degrees computing: (b) Which is the relationship between the CD degree of a certain semantic role in a finite clause, and its PP within that clause?

As already expressed, assigning the CD degrees to the spoken sentence (clause) depends on four important factors (in the order of ascending priority): linear modification (i.e. word order), the semantic relations of the clause constituents, discursive context (called also retrievability) of the immediately preceding context, and the prosodic features of the clause semantic roles. For the written text remain, of course, only the first three factors do matter. J. Firbas [16] initiates the following legitimate question: Can CD degrees of the clause syntactic constituents be equated with PP? [16], p. 216. This is exactly the task we proposed to solve as an essential prerequisite step to the ICF problem.

J. Firbas shows credibly the strong relationship between the CD degrees of the clause constituents and the IS dimension of Topic-Comment in the finite clause. Furthermore, J. Firbas highlights the more complete structure of Topic-Transition-Comment (under the former notation Theme-Transition-Rheme) and Comment-Transition-Topic (or Rheme-Transition-Theme, respectively) [16]. An important result is that the SO-order or SO disorder of the clause constituents does not entail necessarily the Topic-Comment entities ordering. The example 2 in Section 1 illustrates this fact, proved also within the A. Leong’s Inference Boundary (IB) algorithms [31] for computing the Topic-Comment structure of the clause.

Trying to evaluate the essential relationship between CD degrees and PP (Prosodic Prominence) of the constituents within a finite clause, J. Firbas enounces the following three fundamental (and still
provoking) questions [16], p. 218: "Is linear modification the consequence of degrees of CD? Are the semantic characters of an element (its semantic character and the character of the semantic relations into which it enters) the consequence of a degree of CD? Is the operation of the immediately relevant context the consequence of a degree of CD?"

The answers to all these questions are considered to be negative [16]. The Fírbas’ general solution is the "outcome of the interplay of the three factors mentioned that determines the degrees of CD and their distribution..." within the clause constituents. "The degrees of CD... are the consequence of the interplay" among the three mentioned factors (discursive context, constituent semantics, and constituent ordering) and, by consequence, of their PP in the clause.

An intriguing fact, worth to be revealed: pointing out the importance of the context-dependent vs. context-independent, or contextually-bound vs. contextually-nonbound in the Prague School’s language [20], or retrievable vs. irretrievable from the immediate context [16], or discursive context discriminated entities [16], J. Fírbas reminds an outstandingly valuable result of Keijser (1985) [27], whose importance was rediscovered two decades later in [39], and used to propose a new IS tagging system in our work [10]: differentiating between Discourse-New and Discourse-Given entities serves no effective utility for IS computing since not only Newness but also Givenness IS dimension can be focused within the clause by the more phonetically powerful contrastive Focus intonation.

J. Fírbas provides sound arguments, discussed also in [42], that the contextual factor plays the dominant role in comparison to both the linear ordering and the semantic factor of the finite clause constituents. Since prosody is sensitive to the immediately changing context, in the example that follows, the pronouns are naturally context dependent. Even they (or it) should be dislocated within clause, the status of context-dependency is preserved, leaving to the other constituent(s), correspondingly dislocated (ex. 16.c) or not (ex. 16.b), the PP quality, thus the (contrastively) Focus marking.

16.b. L-am văzut. L-am întâlnit pe stradă.
16.c. L-am văzut. Pe stradă l-am întâlnit.

Analyzing in [17] the measure in which the functional perspective of a spoken clause (thus its prosodic behaviour) can be predicted from the written counterpart of that clause, J. Firbas establishes that the PP (Prosodic Prominence) of a certain clausal constituent is a vehicle for the speaker’s Comment (in the Topic-Comment IS dimension) to the further development of the communication, rising its CD degrees. The important deduction is that, "...to a certain extent distribution of degrees of PP over the spoken sentence can be predicted from the distribution of degrees of CD as determined by the interplay of the non-prosodic factors..." [17], p. 48–49, thus of the discursive context, semantics, and constituent order. Our main tool, proposed and used in [10] and the present paper, is the last one, possibly and partially combined with the first two ones, e.g. the contextually bound-nonbound computation of some categories in the TFA algorithms [8], [9], and certain easily identified semantic features of the others.

5.2 Computing the Communicative Dynamism Degrees as a Progressive Solution to the ICF Problem

Our purpose is to estimate the Focus categories in a finite-clause of ICF affirmative type. Two positions of a syntactic-semantic role within a finite clause are important: (1) The position of the corresponding constituent in the order of Systemic Ordering (SO) of the clause constituents established for the enclosed predicate (SO_p) or, in general, in the SO (predicate p-free). The constituent first position is naturally denoted as its place into the SO-order. (2) The second position of a constituent as syntactic-semantic role within a finite affirmative clause corresponds to the effective, real order of the constituent within the text at-hand containing the clause to be analyzed.

Since the aim is to compute the CD (Communicative Dynamism) degree of the constituent corresponding to its current place within the ICF-type clause, and its PP (Prosodic Prominence) is considered to be an increasing monotonic function of its CD degree (this function-shape hypothesis is debatable and could be replaced with another functional
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pattern), the constituent place in the real, current order of the clause constituents is denoted with CD-order. For computing the CD degree of a constituent we associate to it the measure of its SO-disorder in comparison to its position within the SO-order. The measure of SO-disorder or, equivalent, the measure of the constituent CD degree, positioned in its CD-order, is proposed to be the "distance" between the CD-order and SO-order positions, and computed as the number of permutations necessary to remove the dislocated constituent from its CD-order and to reposition to its location in the SO order. Conventionally, the predicate is considered to change not its position relative to the SO-order in the clause.

For the textual SO-order of an affirmative finite clause, we established experimentally an ordering for the PP (Prosodic Prominence) values of the SO-ordered constituents (Fig. 1). This order is represented as Focus weights taking values in the interval [0, 1], assigned to each syntactic-semantic role in the clause, for the SO-ordered constituents. The graph in Fig. 1 should be refined both on statistical bases and prosodic experience for utterances of the SO-ordered constituents.

The SO-coefficients assigned to the finite clause constituents in the SO order are used within the following algorithm for the estimation of PP values on the basis of the CD-degrees computed for the constituents in CD order (thus SO-disorder) in an affirmative ICF-type finite clause. The algorithm is derived from the General Procedure for Hierarchical Intonation Focus and Break Assignment on the Discourse-Prosody Interface [10], p. 10.

**ECF-ICF Prosody Prediction Algorithm of the Romanian Finite Clause**

1. Recognition of finite and non-finite Verbal Groups (VGs), of the Noun Groups (NGs) whose semantic head is predicationally marked, followed by text segmentation at finite and non-finite clauses;

2. Recognition of all the constituents and their syntactic dependencies in each finite clause;
3. Extracting the syntactic roles of the intra-clausal constituents;

4. Determining of the phrase markers for explicit contrastive Foci (e.g. chiar, evident, doar, nu, nici etc.) the Focus marker database (many of these phrase markers are also textual boundaries for the intra-clause, inter-clause, and rhetorical discourse text structures parsed with the SCD method [11]);

5. Determining the CD-degrees of the clause constituents by computing, for each constituent, the measure of its dislocation in comparison to its place in the SO-order of the clause;

6. Determining the Focus weights for the clause constituents by multiplying the SO-coefficient assigned to that constituent when positioned in the SO-order, and the Focus weight representing the dislocation measure (or "distance") of that constituent in comparison to its place in the SO order of the finite clause at hand. This is the contents of the ICF Estimation Scheme, which represents the core of estimation modeling for the Romanian ICF. Experiments to obtain schemes, procedures, and patterns for a better ICF estimation modeling are imperatively necessary;

7. For the constituents modified by a lexical contrastive marker as explicit (contrastive) Focus, we establish the weight values for the Focus as the maximal value among the clause constituent weights, since the constituent marked by contrastive Focus (explicit) marker has always maximal PP (according to the CFPR principle – subsection 3.1).

   (a) If the finite clause contains a single constituent marked at contrastive Focus by a single contrastive marker, either explicit or implicit, then the corresponding constituent receives maximal PP.

   (b) If several explicit contrastive markers do occur in the clause, and several constituents are contrastively marked (FOF, SOF, TOF, i.e. First-Second-Third Occurrence Focus), then
the PP value order in the clause is given by the prosodic hierarchy that can be established among the contrastive Focus markers, correlated or not.

8. The result of the algorithm consists in a vector of weights associated to the clause constituents in the CD-order, these weights representing the CD degrees, thus PP value ordering of the clause constituents.

In several situations we confirmed the intonational inequality $\text{FOF} >_{\text{phon}} \text{SOF}$ to hold, but found also counter or ambiguous examples. This makes the intonational inequality to depend actually on (possibly contextual) hierarchies of lexical contrastive markers that are applied to the focused constituents. This is the general image of the prediction models and techniques we propose to approach the (Romanian) prosody prediction (derived from [10] mainly): contextually-driven hierarchies on ECF and ICF lexical and non-lexical focusation markers.

As already mentioned, this algorithm is an adaptation of the General Procedure for Hierarchical Intonational Focus and Break Assignment on the Discourse-Prosody Interface for the finite clause-level constituents, described in [10]. The following useful observations on the above proposed ECF-ICF Prosody Prediction Algorithm are appended:

1. Finite clause recognition (segmentation) is necessary because each clause, including the non-finite one or implied-predicate supporting, has its specific Focus structure.

2. When computing the Focus weights (CD degrees) of the constituents, we take into account only their semantic heads, to the rest of the component phrase structure being assigned the same PP as that assigned to the constituent lead.

3. We chose to use syntactic instead semantic roles for the clause constituents since the cost of semantic role computing is too much in comparison to the potential benefit when evaluating the Focus degrees (PP values).
4. ECF markers are taken from (an updated) database of Focus markers created initially by the intonational text annotators.

5. The purpose of the algorithm is to estimate the tones and pauses for the finite-clause constituents in order to obtain a reliable prediction of the Romanian clause prosody. As general rule, the tones are established depending on the constituent Focus degrees, while the pause patterns have to take into account the number of constituent syllables but also the PP value sequence of the clause constituents.

ICF Generation and Evaluation Procedure

Four phases are used to artificially generate and evaluate the F0 signal for an ICF-type affirmative finite clause.

Step1. The ICF-type clause is synthesized with the Site-Vox program [2].

Step2. For the clause constituents, the Focus degrees (PP values) are computed, the sequence of these values being represented by two graphs: in the first one, the Focus degree values of the clause constituents are linked as nodes by direct edges, while in the second representation graph, the edge slopes are weighted with values that follow the general shape of the F0 signal for an affirmative finite clause. Both these graphs (with better accuracy for the second one) represent the PP pattern of the ICF-type affirmative clause at-hand.

Step3. The F0 signal output in the Step1 is drawn manually, closely to the second graph in Step2 which represents the PP values assigned to the ICF-clause constituents. The PP values are computed with the ICF Estimation Scheme in the step 6 of the ECF-ICF Prosody Prediction Algorithm.

Step4. The obtained signal is compared both in prosodic and numerical terms with the gold-registration of the original ICF-type affirmative finite clause.

An example of the result of the algorithm is given in Figure 2 below.
Figure 1. The Focus coefficients estimated for the SO affirmative clause

Figure 2. F0 graphic for the Ex.2-clause ICF-modified with Ex2Graph
6 Conclusions

In the algorithm for the estimation of PP values (i.e. Focus degrees) for the constituents of an ICF-type affirmative finite clause, the coefficients representing the Focus degrees are computed, for each constituent, by multiplying the constituent SO-weight with the dislocation measure (or "distance") of the same constituent, compared to its standard position in the clause SO order. For the basic operations enclosed in the ICF Generation and Evaluation Procedure, one can imagine and obtain semi-automatic or automatic treatments, but the key part of the Procedure is the computation of prosodic pattern for the ICF-type finite clause at-hand, namely the ICF Estimation Scheme in step 6 of the ECF-ICF Prosody Prediction Algorithm. The current approach we proposed is to compute the "distance" of a CD-dislocated constituent compared to the SO-position of the constituent, for the SO-order of the constituents in the ICF-type affirmative finite clause at-hand.

The main but partial result is that the ICF scheme applied for estimating the Focus distribution (or Prosodic Prominence) of the constituents within an ICF-type affirmative finite clause is not good enough. We need to design another ICF estimation scheme and to test it, in similar conditions, on the same test set of ICF finite clauses, thus to be applied on the same type of constituents and constituent dislocations from the clause SO. Regarding the inappropriateness of the current ICF estimation scheme, an important topic in the discussion is the 'correctness' of the Gold signal for the same analyzed clause, which the ICF-modified F0 graphic is compared to. Namely, the Gold registration for the ICF-type clause should be the most probable from the clause utterances for which the Focus distribution within the clause corresponds to the pattern / configuration of the dislocated constituents. If, and only if, the Gold signal of the ICF-clause at hand is 'correct', then its comparison to the ICF-modified clause by the ICF estimation scheme is meaningful.

The following two actions have to be taken in the near future: (a) to rediscuss / reestablish, if necessary, the Gold registrations for the ICF-type finite clauses that are analyzed, and (b) to propose another ICF
estimation scheme on the basis of which the F0 graphic of the SiteVox synthesized clause, modified on the basis of the new ICF estimation scheme, to match as close as possible the F0 Gold graphic shape of the clause.

Extensive experiments are needed to perform the cycle of the four steps of the ICF Generation and Evaluation Procedure, such that the outcome of the prosodic pattern to represent a consistent computing model and a reliable ICF estimation scheme for the prosody prediction of the Romanian ICF-type affirmative finite clause.
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